NOT TO BE MISSED!
2010-2011 SEQUELS, ETC.

Anderson, Laurie Halse. Forge. Seq to Chains  10/10
Anderson, M.T. The Suburb Beyond the Stars. Seq to Game of Sunken Places  6/10
Balliett, Blue. The Danger Box.  9/10
Barron, T.A. Ultimate Magic. Last book in Merlin’s Dragon series.  11/10
Beil, Michael. Red Blazer Girls #2: The Vanishing Violin.  6/10
Bell, Hilari. The Goblin Gate. Sequel to Goblin Wood.  10/10
Bell, Hilari. Player’s Ruse: a Knight and Rogue novel.  1/10
Birdsall, Jeanne. The Penderwicks at Point Mouette. 3rd in series. Spring/11
Boie, Kirsten. The Princess Trap. Sequel of Princess Plot. Fa../10
Bradley, Alan. The Weed that Strings the Hangman’s Bag. Sequel to Sweetness at the Bottom Of the Pie.  3/10
Brewer, Heather. Twelfth Grade Kills: Chronicles of Vladimir Tod.  2/10
Cabot, Meg. Runaway (Airhead series).  4/10
Card, Orson Scott. Pathfinder. New series.  11/10
Carter, Ally. Heist Society. New series.  2/10
Carter, Ally. Only the Good Spy Young. Gallagher Girls series.  6/10
Cashore, Kristin. Bitterblue. 3rd in series.  2011
Cast, Kristin. Burned: House of Night Book 6.  4/10
Chima, Cinda Williams. The Exiled Queen: Demon King Book 2.  9/10
Chima, Cinda Williams. The Gray Wolf Throne: Demon King Book 3. Fall 2011
Clare, Cassandra. Infernal Devices Book 1: The Clockwork Angel.  8/10
Clare, Cassandra. Mortal Instruments: City of Fallen Angels.  4th in series. Spring/11
Coben, Harlan. New YA series based on characters from his adult books.  2011
Colfer, Eoin. Artemis Fowl: The Atlantis Complex.  7/10
Collins, Suzanne. The Hunger Games Book 3: Mockingjay.  8/10
Conrad, Lauren. Sweet Little Lies: an L.A. Candy novel.  2/10
Cooney, Caroline. They Never Came Back.  1/10
Cushman, Katherine. Alchemy and Meggy Swann.  4/10
Dahl, Roald. The Missing Golden Ticket and Other Splendiferous Secrets. Includes a missing Chapter from Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.  9/10
Daneshvari, Gitty. Class is Not Dismissed! School of Fear series.  9/10
Dashner, James. The Scorch Trials. Sequel to Maze Runner.  10/10
De La Cruz, Melissa. Blue Bloods: Bloody Valentine. Fall/10
De La Cruz, Melissa. Blue Bloods: Keys to the Repository.  6/10
De la Cruz, Melissa. Blue Bloods: Misguided Angel. Fall/10
Delaney, Joseph. The Last Apprentice: A Coven of Witches.  4/10
Delaney, Joseph. The Last Apprentice: Rise of the Huntress.  11/10
Dessen, Sarah. Cut and Run. spring/11
DiTerlizzi, Tony. The Search for WondLa. New series. 9/10
D'Lacey, Chris. Dark Fire (Last Dragon series). 5/10
D'Lacey, Chris. Fire World (Last Dragon series). Spring/11
Duane, Diane. Wizard of Mars: Young Wizards Book 9. 4/10
Fisher, Catherine. Sapphique. Sequel to Incarceron. -----
Fitzpatrick, Becca. Crescendo. Sequel to Hush, Hush. Fall/10
Flake, Sharon. You Don’t Even Know Me: Stories & Poems About Boys. 2/10
Flanagan, John. Rangers Apprentice Book 9: Halt’s Peril. 9/10
Fleming, Candace. The Fabled Fifth Graders of Aesop Elementary School. Sequel. 8/10
Fletcher, Susan. Ancient, Strange, and Lovely: Dragon Chronicles. 9/10
Funke, Cornelia. Reckless. New series! 9/10
Garcia, Kami. Beautiful Darkness. Sequel to Beautiful Creatures. 11/10
Gilman, David. Ice Claw. Sequel to Danger Zone. 11/10
Goodman, Alison. Eona. Sequel to Eon: Dragoneye Reborn. 1/11
Grant, K.M. Paradise Red. Perfect Fire Trilogy, Bk. 3. 11/10
Grant, Michael. Lies: a Gone novel. 5/10
Grant, Michael. Plague: a Gone novel. Spring/11
Gray, Claudia. Hourglass. 3rd in Evernight series. 3/10
Green, Tim. Rivals. Sequel to Baseball Great. 4/10
Grisham, John. Theodore Boone: Kid Lawyer. New series for middle grades. 5/10
Gutman, Dan. Roberto & Me. Baseball Card Adventure series. 4/10
Haddix, Margaret Petersen. Into the Gauntlet: the 39 Clues: Book 10. 8/10
Haddix, Margaret Peterson. Sabotaged: The Missing, book 3. 9/10
Hale, Shannon. Calamity Jack. Companion to Rapunzel’s Revenge. 1/10
Harrison, Lisi. Monster High. New series. Fall/10
Higgins, Jack. First Strike. Chance Twins series. 6/10
Higson, Charlie. By Royal Command: Young Bond Series, #5. 5/10
Hoffman, Alice. Green Witch. 3/10
Holder, Nancy. Crusade. Spinoff of Wicked series. Fall/10
Hopkins, Ellen. Fallout. 3rd in trilogy (Crank; and Glass). Fall/10
Horvath, Polly. Northward to the Moon. Sequel to My One Hundred Adventures. 2/10
Hunter, Erin. Warriors: Battles of the Clans. 6/10
Jacques, Brian. The Sable Queen. Redwall series. 2/10
Jinks, Catherine. The Genius Wars. Sequel. 9/10
Johnson, Angela. Sweet, Hereafter. 3rd in First Part Last series. 1/10
Jones, Carrie. Captivate. Sequel to Need. 1/10
Jones, Carrie. Entice. 3rd in series. Fall/10
Jones, Frewin. Emerald Flame. Sequel to Warrior Princess. Fall/10
Jones, Frewin. Faerie Path #5: The Enchanted Quest. 5/10
Kagawa, Julie. Iron Queen. Sequel. Spring/11
Kate, Lauren. Torment. Sequel to Fallen. 10/10
Kate, Lauren. Passion. Fallen series. Spring/11
Kinney, Jeff. The Ugly Truth: Diary of a Wimpy Kid #5. 11/10
Koertge, Ron. Shakespeare Makes the Playoffs. Sequel. 3/10
Korman, Gordon. Framed. Sequel to Swindle. 9/10
Law, Ingrid. Scumble. Sequel to Savvy. **
Layne, Steven L. Paradise Lost. Sequel. Spring/11
Livingston, Lesley. Darklight. Sequel to Wondrous Strange. 1/10
Lloyd, Saci. The Carbon Diaries 2017. Sequel. 9/10
Mackler, Carolyn. Tangled. 1/10
Malley, Gemma. The Returners. 3/10
Marr, Melissa. Darkest Mercy. Last in Wicked Lovely series. 2/11
Marr, Melissa. Radiant Shadows. Sequel to Wicked Lovely. 4/10
Martel, Yann. Beatrice and Virgil. His first book since Life of Pi. 4/10
Martin, Ann. The Summer Before. Prequel series to Baby-Sitters’ Club. 4/10
Mass, Wendy. Finally. Sequel to 11 Birthdays (TBA list). 3/10
McKinley, Robin. Pegasus. 11/10
McMann, Lisa. Gone. 3rd in series. 2/10
Mead, Rachel. Vampire Academy Book 5: Spirit Bound. 5/10
Morris, Gerald. Squires Tale: The Legend of the King. Last in series. Fa../10
Nimmo, Jenny. Charlie Bone and the Red Knight. 5/10
Nix, Garth. Lord Sunday: Keys to the Kingdom. 3/10
Noel, Alyson. Night Star. Last book in Immortals series. 11/10
Noel, Alyson. Radiance. New series for middle-grades. 9/10
Park, Linda Sue. Storm Warning: The 39 Clues Book 9. 5/10
Patterson, James. Fang: Maximum Ride Book 6. 3/10
Patterson, James. Witch & Wizard: the Gift. 2nd in series. **
Paulsen, Gary. Henry Moseley, Master of Disaster. 9/10
Paulsen, Gary. Lawn Boy Returns. 3/10
Peck, Richard. Three-Quarters Dead. 11/10
Pfeffer, Susan Beth. This World We Live In (Last Survivors, Book 3). 4/10
Pratchett, Terry. I Shall Wear Midnight. Last in Wee Free Men series. 11/10
Reeve, Philip. Fever Crumb. Prequel to Hungry City Chronicles. 4/10
Reeve, Philip. Web of Air. Follow-up to Fever Crumb. Spring/11
Reichs, Kathy. Virals. New YA series from Bones author/Temperance’s niece. 11/10
Riordan, Rick. The Kane Chronicles, Book One: The Red Pyramid. 5/10
Riordan, Rick. The Kane Chronicles, Book Two. Spring/11
Riordan, Rick. The Lightning Thief: the Graphic Novel. 10/10
titles by different authors; the last to be written by David Baldacci in 2013). 4/11
Ripken, Cal Jr. Hothead. Spring/11
Rollins, James. Jake Ransom & the Howling Sphinx. Sequel to TBA book. 4/10
Rutkoski, Marie. The Celestial Globe. Sequel to Cabinet of Wonders (TBA). 4/10
Ryan, Carrie. The Dead-Tossed Waves. Sequel to Forest of Hands & Teeth. 3/10
Sanderson, Brandon. Alcatraz Versus the Knights of Crystallia. 10/09
Schreiber, Ellen. Vampire Kisses #7: Love Bites. 5/10
Schott, Michael. The Necromancer (Secrets of Immortal Nicholas Flamel, #4). 5/10
Shan, Darren. Birth of a Killer. Prequel to Cirque du Freak series. 11/10
Shan, Darren. Demonata #9: Dark Calling. 10/09
Shan, Darren. Demonata #10: Hell’s Heroes. 5/10
Shepard, Sara. Pretty Little Liars #7: Heartless. 1/10
Skye, Obert. Leven Thumps and the Ruins of Alder. Series. Fa../10
Smith, L.J. Vampire Diaries: The Return: Shadow Souls. 3/10
Sobol, Donald. Encyclopedia Brown and the Case of the Secret UFOs. 10/10
Sonnenblick, Jordan. After Ever After. Sequel to Drums, Girls, & Dangerous Pie. 2/10
Springer, Nancy. The Case of the Gypsy Good-Bye: an Enola Holmes Mystery. 5/10
Stewart, Paul. The Edge Chronicles: The Immortals. 9/10
Stiefvater, Maggie. Linger. Sequel to Shiver. 7/10
Stone, Jeff. Dragon: the Five Ancestors, Book 7. 2/10
Stroud, Jonathan. Bartimaeus: the Ring of Solomon. 4th in series. 11/10
Thompson, Kate. The White Horse Trick. 3rd in New Policeman trilogy. 9/10
Turner, Megan Whalen. A Conspiracy of Kings. 4th in series. 3/10
Van Draanen, Wendelin. Sammy Keyes and the Wedding Crasher. 11/10
Wasserman, Robin. Wired. 3rd in trilogy. Fall/10
Weaver, Will. Checkered Flag Theater: a Motor Novel. Series. 4/10
Westerfeld, Scott. Behemoth. Sequel to Leviathan. fall/10
Wilson, N.D. The Chestnut King. 3rd in 100 Cupboards series. 1/10
Wooding, Chris. Havoc. Sequel to Malice. 11/10
Yancey, Rick. Monstrumologist: The Curse of the Wendigo. Fall/10
Zink, Michelle. *The Guardian of the Gate: Prophecy of the Sisters #2*. 8/10
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